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I MEAN … IS IT JUST ME OR WHAT? 
 

I mean surely Blind Freddy and his dog can see what’s going on?  

I mean you don’t have to be an Intellectual Tarzan, Barry Genius, Boy Wonder or Einstein.  

  (I mean Einstein didn’t have a clue. I mean he was the smartest of fools but the dumbest  

  idiots. I mean he was brilliant but died unsaved. I mean how can you say there is no God  

  because you can’t prove he exists with mathematics. I mean he’s now burning in the literal  

  flames of hell with a literal body)  

But I digress… 

I mean “Knock! Knock! Hello! Is anyone home?”  

I mean can you please wake up and give ourself an uppercut?  

I mean can we start putting the pieces of the jigsaw puzzle together? 

I mean can you start reading the tea leaves? 

I mean can you start raking through the goat’s entrails? 

I mean can you start putting two and two together? 

I mean can you start sniffing the wind? 

I mean “Put your hands up if you reckon something’s not right!” 

I mean if three tyres are flat, can the car be driven? (I suppose it can I guess … downhill). 

I mean are there none so blind as those without eyes?  

I mean are there any so deaf as those without ears?  

I mean how could the Titanic sail the ocean when it had a fire in its engines days before?  

I mean if the leg’s gone gangrene, surely that means medical attention?  

I mean if a boxer has been floored four times in a first round, knocked out twice in the second, 

surely that must be an indication that he will lose the fight? 

I mean can a two year child stop himself from going down the slippery slide? 

I mean if you drive your car off a cliff, surely that must mean disaster? 

I mean if you try to swim around Australia without a shark cage you’d have to be a moron. 

I mean there is a rise in ANTI-SEMITISM with the UNITED NATIONS CONDEMNING ISRAEL at 

every opportunity; I mean ONE WORLD GOVERNMENT comes closer every day; I mean the 

SILK ROAD from China to Israel; I mean the rise in UNSTABLE GOVERNMENTS; I mean the 

RISE OF THE WELFARE STATE; I mean the rise BANKRUPTCY; I mean the OBSESSION WITH 

REAL ESTATE AND MONEY; I mean the increase in world-wide FAMINE; I mean the 

INCREASING LACK OF WORLD-WIDE FOOD; I mean the rise in HUNG PARLIAMENTS; I mean 

the COST OF FOOD increasing: I mean the acceptance of ECUMENCIAL UNITY; I mean world-
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wide increase in HUNGER; I mean ‘CLIMATE CHANGE’; I mean the increase of the KILLING OF 

THE SAINTS; I mean the distraction of SPORT and ENTERTAINMENT; I mean THE BREAK UP 

OF FAMILIES; I mean THE RISE OF THE NEW BIBLE VERSIONS; I mean the massive rise in 

INSECURITY, MENTAL PROBLEMS; I mean the GOVERNMENT and CHURCH APPROVAL of 

SODOMY, TRANSGENDERISM, SEX CHANGE; I mean SAME SEX MARRIAGES; I mean the 

increase in EARTHQUAKES and FLOODS and TSUNAMIS; I mean the EARTH HAS TILTED OFF 

ITS AXIS; I mean ROMAN CATHOLIC PAEDOPHILES; I mean that CHURCHES WILL NOT 

ENDURE SOUND DOCTRINE; I mean the AGGRESSION OF RUSSIA; I mean the DOMINATION 

AND INTIMIDATION OF CHINA; I mean WOMEN RULING; I mean KIDS RULING; I mean the 

increase of VIOLENCE, WARS, RUMOURS OF WARS; I mean the INCREASE OF VIRUSES, 

SICKNESSES, HOSPITALIZATIONS; I mean the INCREASE AND DOMINANCE of MINORITY 

GROUPS; I mean the LIMITATION OF BUYING AND SELLING WITHOUT THE JAB; I mean 

ONLINE DOMINANCE; I mean NOT BRING ABLE TO ENTER STORES WITHOUT A JAB; I mean 

losses of jobs with no jab … I MEAN THINGS JUST DON’T SEEM RIGHT ANYMORE! 

**** **** 

Harley Hitchcock 

Friday 20th August 2021   

 

“CONTACT US”    
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